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Hand protection
 -

  the save way!“

FLASH
  The protective glove for every operation.
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Founding Member of
Bundesverband Handschutz e.V. 
since 1989
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>> deflectable velcro and
     carabiner hook and eyelet 
     (Model: FLASH long)

>> Model: FLASH short 
     - with heat resistant knit cuff

CATEGORY  Fire brigade protective gloves according to EN 659:2008

MATERIAL  KEVLAR®, Nomex®, Needlona®

SIZES   7 - 12

The allrounder protective glove for the technical rescue 
service and firefighting operations.

Protective gloves for the fire brigade were the technical rescue service 
is in the foreground. 

The fire brigade protection glove FLASH is provided with a
fireproof, black cow grain leather which gives a secure and
pleasant level of wearing comfort. An additional Needlona®

heat resistant felt as a heat insulation is protecting due to
thermal load.

Especially when emergency auxilary services is in the fore-
ground, the FLASH shows its strengths: Robust, heat resistant
grain leather protects optimally against mechanical risks and
guarantees a long lifetime.

The protective glove FLASH is available in two designs:

FLASH short = with a short heat resistant knit cuff
FLASH long = with long heat resistant leather cuff

>> elastic knitted wrist
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FLASH
  The protective glove for firefighters.
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KEvLAR ®    Nomex ®    Needlona®

KEVLAR® und Nomex® sind Marken von E.I. du Pont de Nemours 
and Company. Paralinex® ist ein eingetragenes Warenzeichen des 
Spezialtextilwerkes Funke. 
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EN 420

 FLASH

palm and the back of the hand:
fireproof, brown ox grain leather
gauntlet made from heat-resistant split (hide) 
leather
Eurotex insert as a moisture barrier (PU membrane)
Needlona® heat protection felt made of 100% 
para-aramid heat insulation
interlock knit made of para-aramid as addi-
tional protection against cuts and insulation in 
the hand part 
gauntlet insulation is made of 70% Nomex®/ 
30% FR viscose 
3M reflective stripes (yellow / silver / yellow) 
deflectable velcro closure on the opening of 
the gauntlet
karabiner hook and an eyelet for fastening 
onto a belt 
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